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To turn ON the receiver
press and hold for 1-3 seconds the power button. To
turn OFF the receiver, press
and hold the power button
2-5 seconds or until LEDs are
off and then release the button.
The Bluetooth and WiFi buttons
allow turning on/off the Bluetooth
or WiFi modules. The Record button
starts/stops data recording.
The power port is used to connect the receiver to an external power source and to charge
the batteries (Input voltage: +10...30 VDC).
The USB port is used for high-speed data transfer and communication between the receiver and an external device. The Ethernet port allows connecting a local network.
The bottom 3/8-16 thread connector allows mounting TRIUMPH-3 on the monopode.

Ethernet port

USB port USB port

MicroSIM slot MicroSD slot Power port
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MicroSIM Card Installation
Warning: You should never attempt to insert
and pull out the microSIM card with your fingers.
Use the tweezers! Do not stagger microSIM card
up and down, left and right. Insert and pull out
straight at the right angle to the surface of the
device.

Use the special tweezers to install and remove this tiny device and to help mitigate
oily fingerprints on the contacts.
• Align the card exactly as it is shown on
the rubber port cover.
• Insert the card with the leading edge
exactly as shown on the rubber port
cover.
• Fully insert the card into the recess
• These are Push-Push style card slots;
to remove the card, fully insert the card

MicroSIM Card alignment

Card pushing into the slot
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again, push it with tweezers and then
carefully pull it out.

MicroSD Card installation
Warning: You should never attempt to insert
and pull out the MicroSD card with your fingers. Use
the tweezers! Do not stagger microSIM card up and
down, left and right. Insert and pull out straight at
the right angle to the surface of the device.

Use the special tweezers to install and remove this tiny device and to help mitigate
oily fingerprints on the contacts.
• Align the card exactly as it is shown on
the rubber port cover.
• Insert the card with the leading edge exactly as shown on the rubber port cover.
• Fully insert the card into the recess.
• These are Push-Push style card slots;
to remove the card, fully insert the card
again, push it with tweezers and then
carefully pull it out.

MicroSD card alignment

OPTION AUTHORIZATION FILE (OAF)
JAVAD GNSS issues an Option Authorization File (OAF) to enable the specific options that customers
purchase. An Option Authorization File allows customers to customize and configure the receiver
according to particular needs, thus only purchasing those options needed.
Typically, all receivers ship with a temporary OAF that allows the receiver to be used for a predetermined period of time. When the receiver is purchased, a new OAF activates desired, purchased
options permanently. Receiver options remain intact when clearing the NVRAM or resetting the receiver.
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MANAGING AND OPERATING RECEIVER USING IPAD/IPHONE
Connection to TRIUMPH-3
The TRIUMPH-3 receiver has built-in
Bluetooth and WiFi modules, and you can
use both interfaces to connect to the iPad/
iPhone.
To start the connection write the TCP/FTP
password. To find the password, perform
the following steps:
1. Start the NetView&Modem on your PC,
connect to the TRIUMPH-3 receiver using
USB or Bluetooth, then click Networking-Server.
Note: To connect your TRIUMPH-3 to PC,
use the USB cable.
2. Save the password to have it near at
hand during the first connection.

Figure 1.

Bluetooth connection
1. Press the Bluetooth button on the
TRIUMPH-3 front panel. The Bluetooth LED
will be red, and that means the Bluetooth
module is powered and disconnected.
2. Start the JMT for iPhone/iPad software
and select “Connect to” command from
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the bottom bar. The following dialog appears (Figure 2).
3. Tap “Bluetooth TRIUMPH-3”, and in the
“Settings” dialog select “Bluetooth”.
4. Your TRIUMPH-3 receiver name appears
on the bottom of the list of the devices. Tap
on it, and confirm to start the pairing.
5. Confirm the pairing request (Figure 3).
6. Tap the JAVAD label on the top of the
screen to return to JMT.
Figure 2.

Connection parameters
Figure 3.

If the connection has been established
successfully, TRIUMPH-3 creates a system
with your iPhone/iPad and will be accessible with IP 192.168.0.1.

Figure 4. TRIUMPH-3 and IPad/IPhone
are connected via Bluetooth
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Connection with Mobile Access
Point
In this mode, iPhone/iPad and TRIUMPH-3
are connected to the same Access Point.
Firstly, configure the receiver using NetView&Modem software on your PC. Perform the following steps:
1. Open the Server tab (Figure 5) and configure the access to the TRIUMPH-3: enter
TCP Port (e.g. 8002) and your own TCP/FTP
Passwordd. Click “Apply”.
2. Open Network | WLAN Parameters.
3. Assign the WLAN Access Point SSID
name, e.g. triumph103.
Figure 5. Server tab parameters
4. Enter the IP address (e.g. 192.168.0.1),
gateway (e.g. 192.168.0.1) and Network
5. Set the WLAN Key N values to “”.
mask (e.g. 255.255.255.0).
6. Set the DHCP parameters: “client” to off,
and “server” to on. Click “Apply”.
Start the JMT for iPhone/iPad software
and select “Connect to” command from
the bottom bar, and select “WiFi GNSS Receiver” (see Figure 2).
The list of the WiFi settings appears. Now
you can connect to the TRIUMPH-3. In
the list of available WiFi networks tap
“triumph803”. Turn on the WiFi in the
iPhone WiFi Settings dialoge. Just created WiFi access point SSID name (triumph3008) should appear in the list of
the available networks. Tap the information icon near its name, and the Con-

Figure 6. Set WLAN Mode to adhoc
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figuration screen appears (Figure 3).
Check the IP address, subnet mask,
DNS, these parameters should be the
same you have assigned for TRIUMPH-3
in NetView&Modem. If all settings are
right, the WiFi connection should be
established. Now your TRIUMPH-3 is
ready to be managed using your iPhone.
Tap JAVAD on the top of the screen
to return to Javad Mobile Tools.
In the Connection dialog, enter the
same IP port and IP address you have
set for TRIUMPH-3 or click “Set Default”.
On the Connection page, type the IP address of the internal network, port and login/password.

Figure 7. TRIUMPH-3 and IPad/IPhone are connected via Bluetooth

Surveying
After the connection is successfully established, you can see the receiver’s ID and
serial number. Click “Connect” to configure your receiver for the survey. If a survey
logging is already started, you will see the
appropriate information: logging file name
and time remaining till auto finish. Use the
“Go to Survey button” to switch to the Survey screen to monitor the survey progress
or to stop it. The Setup Survey window
(Figure 8) allows setting the antenna type
and height, logging rate, occupation time,
elevation mask, file name and enabling/
disabling site finishing without closing receiver file. It is may be useful for Stop&Go

Figure 8 and Figure 9. Setup survey and surveying
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surveying but unnecessary for OPUS processing. To start the Static site surveying
or Kinematic Trajectory surveying, tap the
appropriate button. The Surveying page
will appear, and you will be able to monitor your surveying progress (Figure 9).
The application will instruct the receiver to
finish the logging automatically if the “Static surveying” is selected and occupation
time is set, you can close the app or disconnect your iPhone/iPad from the receiver and wait till the recording light is blinking on the receiver, that means the data
recording is on. Alternatively, you can connect at any time to the receiver to monitor
its status and to cancel the surveying using
the “Close File” button. For the Trajectory
surveying, you have to close the recording
file by tapping the Close File or pressing
the recording button on the receiver.

Figure 10. Sttelites and Sky Plot

Satellites and receiver files
There is the status code with its description
for each satellite at the end of the table.
On the SkyPlot screen, the sign for the satellite (yellow for GPS, blue for GLONASS,
green fop Galileo, blue for BeiDou and purple for SBAS) and its number are shown.
Note: If a satellite is Ok, it is signed with the
“wings”; unhealthy satellites are without
such wings.

After the connection with the receiver is
established, you can monitor the status
of the satellites. Go to the Satellites tab to
see the Satellites table and SkyPlot. Use
the buttons on the bottom, to switch between SkyPlot and Satellites (Figure 10).
The Satellites table includes satellite number (PRN for GPS and FCN for GLONASS),
receiver status (H means Healthy (Ok) and I
means Invalid), elevation and azimuth, signal-to-noise ratios for each satellite signal.
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Receiver files downloading
After the survey is complete, switch to the
Files tab. There is the list of receiver’s raw
files in this tab. The raw file name and the
file size with creation date are shown. Select the file by tapping. The unneeded files
can be deleted y tapping Delete. To download the files to the iPhone/iPad, select
them and tap Download (Figure 11).

OPUS Processing
The files downloaded to your device can
be processed on the OPUS server. Tap the
OPUS tab to see the list of the raw files
(local files). Select the needed files by tapping. The files can be deleted by tapping

Figure 11. Files

Delete or sent to the OPUS (by tapping the
Process button).
By tapping Process, the software converts
the files to the RINEX. Add the following information to the selected files:
• e-mail address to get the answer from the
OPUS server;
• antenna ID;
• antenna height (OPUS does not support
slant antenna, so the application converts
slant antenna type to vertical);
• Select the process mode: Static or Rapid
Static.
• Tap Send to OPUS.
The processed coordinates will be received
via e-mail to the address specified above.

Figure 12. OPUS process
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Data exchange
There are two abilities to get the data from
the application: you can export loaded
files to a cloud server like DropBox, OneDrive etc., or to activate the FTP server and
connect to the device from PC.

Cloud exchange
To send loaded jps file to another application, e.g. to a cloud service use the Export
button. List of the installed application will
appear, and you can select the needed application (Figure 13).

FTP Connection

Figure 13. Sending files to a
server

To get data from your iPhone/iPad, use the
embedded FTP server. You can switch to
FTP tab to see current device IP address
and configure the access. On your desktop, you can use any FTP client application (e.g. your browser). Just type the IP
address in the format: e.g. ftp://172.22.0.27
and select anonymous as the name.
You will have full access to all raw files in
your device, and in the Settings folder, you
can access to application settings.
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MANAGING AND OPERATING THE RECEIVER USING THE
ANDROID-BASED DEVICE

2. If the Bluetooth connection is selected, the application starts searching for
available devices. Select TRIUMPH-3 in the
blue list. The Bluetooth PIN-code will be
required.
After the pairing, TRIUMPH-3 will be always
in this list (till manual disconnection) without new search.
3. If the WiFi connection is selected, configure your Android device as Mobile Access Point (aka HotSpot).
Note: This procedure may differ depending on device.
Connect to TRIUMPH-3 initially using Bluetooth and then tap the “Reconnect to WiFi”
button. Select the WiFi (with MobileAP) radio button on the Connection page to try
to find TRIUMPH-3 connected via WiFi. After that you can connect to TRIUMPH-3 by
selecting it from the green list. Login and
password to access TRIUMPH-3 will be required.
4. The Ethernet connection requests the
manual entering of the IP address, port,
and login/password setup. Tap “Connect”.

Connection to TRIUMPH-3
1. Run the JAVAD Post.Proc for Android application (available at Google Play) and select the preferred connection type on the
first page. Android-based devices can be
connected to TRIUMPH-3 using:
• Bluetooth direct connection;
• WiFi (mobile access point)
• Ethernet (remote connection).

Figure 1. Bluetooth connection to TRIUMPH-3
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You can save all settings to the profile. Next
time you need to select the profile from
the list of profiles.
Note: Each connection will be stored as a
connection profile. List of the connection
profiles are on the top of the connection
screen. Select the needed profile to start
the connection.

Figure 2. WiFi
connection

Figure 3. Ethernet
connection

Surveying

Figure4.

The Data collection is performed in the
Survey screen. Set the following parameters before starting the surveying:
• Receiver file name;
• Antenna ID;
• Antenna Height;
• Occupation Time;
• Logging Rate;
• Elevation Mask.
Tap “Static”, “Trajectory” or “Stop and Go”
to start the survey.
The screen with the remained surveying
time and number of the collected epochs
appears. The screen will be closed automatically according your settings, or tap
“Close File” to stop the survey at any time.

Surveying
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Downloading raw data from
TRIUMPH-3
The raw data can be downloaded from
TRIUMPH-3 with File Manager. There are
two buttons: Delete and Download. Check
the needed file(s) and tap Download, to
download it from receiver to your Android
device, or tap Delete to delete the file(s).
The “Refresh” button updates the file list.
To specify the path to the folder to store
the files, tap “…”.

Figure 5. File manager

Sending files to OPUS
You can use standard Internet browser in
your device to send *.jps files to OPUS.
RINEX files can be sent for processing as
well.
To convert the *.jps file to RINEX, select it,
set the required parameters of conversion
and tap “Convert”. The RINEX file(s) will be
stored in the same folder as initial *.jps
file(s).

Export data to desktop
To export the data to desktop, connect
your Android device to your PC and copy
the files. Alternatively you can use the
cloud-based solutions like DropBox, OneDrive or e-mail.

OPUS Processing
For working with NGS OPUS server you
can use standard web-browser on your
Android device. Follow the on-screen instructions to upload your data file to the
system. Select the antenna, specify the antenna height. The solution will be sent to
specified e-mail address.
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